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FROM THE PAST.
By G2KK.
(The following Letters to the Editor and the extracts from Club Notes which appeared in Wireless
World in 1922 may be of interest to members. Older members in particular will remember the Signals
Experimental Establishment on Woolwich Common. Do these early broadcasts foretell the birth of
G4RS?.
From the issue of 13th May 1922.....
To the Editor of Wireless World and Radio Review.
Sir,
Whilst listening-in tonight at about 8:20 p.m. on a three-valve set we picked up strong telephony on
800 Metres. He was calling "ABC de XYZ", and gave us (a) a recitation of humorous poetry; (b) a
song; (c) a gramophone record; (d) another record "Swanee"; (e) another song. He then called "CQ"
and promised further concerts on Tuesday evening, April 25th at 8:30 p.m., and Friday evening, April
28th at 8:00 p.m. on 800 Ms.
If you can find space for this, readers who have not yet heard this may be glad to listen-in and perhaps
someone can tell us who XYZ is. Perhaps XYZ himself will oblige. The signal strength here at
Wolverhampton was considerably louder than 2MT, but jamming from a harmonic of a French
automatic CW station was appalling.
Signed, T.W. Higgs,
A.C.H. Bassano.
Dunstall House,
Wolverhampton,
April 20th 1922.
From the issue of 20th May 1922.....
To the Editor of Wireless World and Radio Review.
Sir,
With regard to the letter of Messrs. T.W. Higgs and A.C.H. Bassano in the issue of May 13th. I am
glad to be able to furnish a reply to their query. The station whose telephony they heard was the
Signals Experimental Establishment, Woolwich Common, Woolwich, London. I heard the telephony
myself, but this is scarcely surprising as I am but a couple of hundred yards away. The Establishment
is under Government control and does not make a regular habit of these impromptu concerts, and,
moreover, XYZ is not the proper call for this station.
Signed, E.H. RAWED
Royal Arsenal, Woolwich. May 12th 1922.
From the issue of 20th May 1922.....
Woolwich Radio Society.
The April monthly meeting of the above Society, held at the Woolwich Polytechnic on Friday, April
28th, at 8 p.m., took the novel form of a concert entirely by wireless. From 8 o' clock to 9:45 p.m.
the ether was filled with music and speech, and by means of a 7-valve receiving set and 1oudspeaker,
kindly loaned by the S.E.E., this was rendered loudly and clearly to the audience. Promptly at 8
o'clock, directly after our Chairman (Mr. McPherson, B. Sc.) had opened the meeting, the voice of
Capt. Hughes, of the S.E.E., came ringing through the loudspeaker, announcing the first item. From
that time till 9:10 p.m. we were regaled by fine music, including solos by Miss W. Beeson and Capt.
Hughes, violin solos by Mr. D. Young, interspersed with gramophone pieces. All were loudly and
distinctly rendered. Directly the S.E.E. had finished we heard the well-known voice of 2FQ calling us
from Blackheath. For 20 minutes we had more delightful music: we envied 2FQ its selection of
delightful records. The moment he had finished we heard 2ON from Walthamstow call us up, and for
another quarter of an hour we listened to more delightful music.
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DX-PEDITION NOSTALGIA By Ex-AC4YN (G5YN - RSARS 040).
"A glimpse of Tibet" by Captain E. Y. Nepean Royal Signals
reprinted from the Royal Signals Quarterly Journal October 1939
(In view of the "Rape of Tibet" by the Chinese Communists which took place not so very long ago it
is felt that this old article would be of interest. It is regretted that it is not possible to reproduce the
photographs which illustrate it.
An appendix has been added giving more details of the radio side of the mission. - G5YN)
Tibet in 1936 was in a very weak position. The Dalai Lama had died in 1933. The Tashi Lama was in
China. He had fled there in 1923, as he feared the way in which the late Dalai Lama had collected all
the power into his own hands. The Cabinet were quite unused to the responsibilities of government;
the Regent and the Prime Minister were both young men lacking the necessary experience and
qualifications to pull the country together at such a time.
It is essential for the security of the North-East Frontier of India that Tibet should be a free and
independent country. China was taking this opportunity to increase her influence in Tibet. She had
shown great kindness to the Tashi Lama since 1923, and had provided him with an escort of picked
troops for his return. The Tibetans refused to allow this escort to enter the country and at the time the
position was a deadlock. In 1934 the Chinese had installed a wireless transmitter at Lhasa for
communication with Western China. This had also increased their influence over the Tibetans and
was a thorn in the side of the Government.
The mission had both political and military aims. The political objects were three-fold: to renew
political contacts initiated by previous missions and visits by political officers; to advise and
encourage the Cabinet in the difficult task of running a Government which for many years had taken
but little effective part in the affairs of the country; and to compose the differences between the Tashi
Lama and the Government so that he would return to Lhasa without the Chinese escort.
On the military side, the Mission wished to make a first-hand survey of the military resources of the
country; to advise them how best to make use of these resources; to make offers of assistance with
their training and to arrange for the purchase of arms and ammunition from India.
The wireless was complementary to the main objects of the Mission. It was to be used to supplement
the telegraph between Lhasa and India; to provide communication in the event of our proceeding
beyond Lhasa; to receive news and entertainment from home and to be a counter to the Chinese
wireless transmitter with the object of lowering the prestige of the Chinese in the eyes of the Tibetans.
To supplement the short wave transmitter and receiver we took with us a number of broadcast
receivers and a public address equipment.
A most important branch of the Mission was the medical work carried out among all classes of the
people. Other work carried out was photography, cinematography, botany and as much observation of
meteorology and natural history as time permitted.
The personnel of the Mission comprised our leader Mr. B. J. Gould OBE, ICS, Political Officer,
Sikkim, and Mr. H. Richardson, ICS. British Trade Agent, Gyantse, the two political officers;
Brigadier Neame, VC, DSO, of the General Staff Eastern Command in charge of the military side of
the Mission; Captain Morgan IMS, our medical officer; Mr. F. Spencer Chapman private secretary to
Mr. Gould, also in charge of photography, cinematography, natural history and meteorology. Captain
Dagg, Royal Signals, and myself, who, besides our wireless duties assisted Chapman with
photographic and cipher work. Owing to the need for wrestling with accumulators and much wire, I
took over the projection side of cinematography entirely. Rai Bahadur Norbhu, a Tibetan from
Darjeeling, British Trade Agent, Yatung, interpreter and liaison officer completed our party. Together
with our clerical and medical staff, servants and grooms we were fifty strong.
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The Mission assembled gradually. I travelled from Peshawar to Simla where I was introduced to
Gould and had the objects of the Mission explained to me. I also had some operating practice on the
Army Headquarters group. After five days in Simla I went to Calcutta where I met Chapman and
bought a few small items of equipment. I was joined by Dagg who brought with him from Rawalpindi
the wireless apparatus which had been supplied by Northern Command.
From Calcutta we travelled together to Siliguri which is the end of the broad gauge portion of the
East India Railway. There we hired cars for the seventy-five mile drive to Gangtok, the capital of
Sikkim, where Gould had his Residency. We c1imbed to six thousand feet by a beautiful and very
winding hill road. The mountains rose up on either side densely clad in luxuriant jungle. We crossed
mountain streams, ravines and rivers by every kind of bridge; old wooden trestle bridges, steel cable
suspension bridges, and the very fine modern single-span concrete girder bridge over the Teesta river.
In places the road was partially blocked by land slides due to the heavy monsoon rains.
The Residency is a very fine two-storied house, built in the English style, set in a lovely garden of
perfect lawns, brilliant flowers and magnificent tree ferns. We spent a busy two days testing the
cinema and wireless apparatus, checking stores and dividing them into suitable pack loads. We were
joined here by Brigadier Neame. Dagg paid a hurried visit to Darjeeling to collect some five meter
transceivers left there by the last Everest expedition.
It was decided that 31st July was a "propitious" day to start our journey. From first light the back
yard of the Residency was a scene of seething activity. Finally, over fifty pack animals carrying food,
tentage, technical stores and personal effects, ably marshalled by Gyaltsen, Goulds personal assistant,
were got under way. By coolies were carried the Stewart Turner charging engine and three cocker
spaniel puppies, a personal present from the Viceroy to the Regent. We were mounted on sturdy grey
Bhutanese ponies. The majority of these animals had been trained to amble. I found this action much
more tiring than trotting though the opposite is supposed to be the case.
The progress of the Mission was naturally slow as befitted the dignity of an emissary of the British
Raj; and was, indeed, necessitated by the size of the entourage. A normal daily stage is from twelve to
fifteen miles. As far as Gyantse there are comfortable dak bungalows equipped by the Government of
India. Our normal daily programme was to be called at 6 a.m., breakfast at 7 a.m., and start the day's
stage at 8 o'clock. From first light the pack animals were loaded up and soon after 7 o'clock the tents
and personal effects were sent off. We would complete our journey by lunchtime and the rest of the
day would be spent according to our various inclinations in wireless sets and reception,
photographical work, or botanical exploration. On occasions thermometers were "boiled" to check the
altitude as marked on our maps. The accuracy of the military report on Tibet was checked in respect
of the route we were following.
Our first day's journey took us along jungle-clad hillsides to Karponang at a height of 9,500 feet.
The forest, festooned with fern and lichens and interspersed with bamboo clumps, was streaming with
the heavy monsoon rain. Through occasional breaks in the clouds we could see squalid Lepcha
villages with their terraced cultivation in the valley below. At this time of the year the rain is not the
only discomfort in Sikkim. The plain swarms with leeches and even when walking on the path they
find their way through gaps in clothing and boots. We were very glad to get in and dry our clothes in
front of big log fires.
We made an early start next morning at 5-30 a.m. in the hope of crossing the Natu La, the 14,600
feet pass on the Sikkim-Tibet border, before the rain came on. We did a double stage, stopping at
Changu rest house for breakfast. Changu, which is on a picturesque lake, is at a height of 12,500 feet.
The scenery is very like that of the Lake District. As we climbed we left the jungle-clad hills for less
precipitous but more rocky hills sparsely covered with pine and juniper; the chief feature being vast
thickets of the juniper and rhododendron.
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As we had hoped, we crossed the Natu La before the rain came on. On the top of the pass were two
cairns of stones with strings of prayer flags stretched between them. Our Bhuddist servants bowed
low, shouted incantations and threw handfuls of stones upon the cairns. The summits of all passes in
Tibet and all the surrounding Bhuddist States are surmounted with these cairns whose purpose as that
of most Tibetan customs and observances is to ward off the devil. Over the pass we descended into an
offshoot of the fertile Chumbi Valley. We soon reached the tree line which here is very high, being at
nearly 14,000 feet.
We reached our next halt, Champithang, early in the afternoon. The bungalow is situated on a lovely
pine-clad hill-side at 13,350 feet. The variety of wild flowers is here even more extensive and
Chapman collected over a hundred types in the neighbourhood of the bungalow.
Next day we had a pleasant and easy march of eleven miles to Yatumg where is situated the
residence of the Tibetan trade agent. Since entering Tibet the road had deteriorated rapidly. For the
first few miles the track was fairly level till it dropped rapidly down to a monastery called Kargu
Gompa situated on the shoulder of the hill. This, for most of us, was our first experience of a Tibetan
monastery. While still some way off we were greeted by the deep notes of trumpets and beating
drums. As we approached we were met and escorted to the monastery by a band consisting of half a
dozen young monks playing small trumpets, drums and a gong. We were welcomed by the head of the
monastery, an affable old man in his russet monk's robes with his hair done up in an astonishing headdress all interwoven with strands of old rope.
We were taken upstairs and, after being refreshed with tea and assorted sweetmeats of dubious
appearance, we were escorted round the halls and shrines of the monastery. It was here that we first
met the smell of rancid butter which permeates every building in Tibet. They burn it in their lamps,
place it as offerings on their shrines and altars and churn it up in their tea. The frequent drinking of
Tibetan tea was the only unpleasant duty we were called upon to perform. Most of the Mission were
soon able to drink it without undue distress and Chapman said that he actually liked it. Personally, I
always needed all my determination to bring myself to tackle it.
After making a present of money to the monastery we continued and were met by the 0fficer
Commanding the British Trade Agent's escort from Gyantse. We continued down the hill to the floor
of the Chumbi Valley where flows the Amm Chu. Some village headmen met us on the way.
Everywhere scarves of silk or muslin were presented to Gould. They are used as honorific visiting
cards in Tibet.
At Yatung we were greeted by a guard of honour from the B. T. A. 's escort supported by the village
school children industriously waving Union Jacks. After Gould had inspected the guard we went to
the Tibetan Trade Agent's most delightful bungalow which was to be our headquarters for the next
two days.
Yatung is an attractive place. On one side of the river lies the T.T.A. 's bungalow, the timber built
village, lines for a Company of the escort detached from Gyantse, the post office and hospital. Beyond
the river is the dak bungalow where Dagg and I stayed.
We took the opportunity of erecting the transmitter and tested successfully with several stations on
the Army Headquarters Group. We ran the charging engine to freshen up the batteries. Dagg and I
were kept busy assisting with the enciphering and deciphering of many telegrams.
On the second evening the escorts dramatic club put on a highly coloured and picturesque play for
us. Large numbers of villagers gate crashed the back of the hall though I am sure that they could have
understood but little of the high flown Urdu.
Next day our route took us up a steep gorge, the Chumbi Valley here being very narrow and the
Amu Chll a raging cataract. After a mile and a half of this we came out into a delightful meadow
where the river meandered its way peacefully through grassy fields. This valley was the Lingma
Thang.
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About two miles beyond this we passed a group of buildings on the left of the road in one of which
was a large water wheel. In the old days this was the Tibetan Mint and a Chinese Customs post. The
Mint is now at Lhasa and the Customs post has ceased to exist. The buildings and wheel stand empty
and derelict. A few more miles over a very broken cobbled track brought us to our next halt, Gautsa at
12,650feet.
Our next day's march brought us out on to the rea1 Tibetan tableland. We passed the tree line at just
under 14,000 feet and emerging from the gorge of the Amu Chu found ourselves on the Phari plain.
This is a rolling expanse of sparse grass and crops supporting many head of sheep and cattle and
flanked by rounded hills rising to 17,000 feet. About four miles short of the village we were met by
representatives of the Dzongpen and other local officials. They were all dressed in their best robes of
red, yellow and purple silk and offered ceremonia1 scarves to the political officer. We all cantered on
into the village which is squalid and filthy and dominated by the Dzong, built on a small hill. The dak
bungalow was solid and clean.
Early next morning we looked out from the roof of the bungalow on to Chomalhari, with her sunkissed snow peaks breaking through the morning mists. She lived up to her reputation of being the
most beautiful mountain in the world. On our march over the Tang La to Tuna we passed close to her
base. She rose eight thousand feet above us and it was easy to appreciate the superstitious reverence in
which the Tibetans hold this Queen of Mountains.
Continuing to the bungalow on the shore of the Dochen Lake, we passed the village of Guru and the
hot springs of Chhu-Mi-Shing-Kung where General MacDonald fought one of his battles with the
Tibetans in 1904. The next halt at Kala was also on the shores of a lake. These lakes are about ten
miles across, are steadily shrinking and also very salt. On this occasion Brigadier Neame took Dagg
and myself off with a telegraph lineman as guide in the hope of shikar. We saw some goa, Tibetan
gazelle, but they moved off rapidly and gave us no opportunity of a quick stalk.
We now entered a valley which is the source of the Shigatse tributary of the Tsangpo River. The
climate was warmer and softer than that of the exposed plateau. Wild flowers and small juniper
bushes were once more in evidence. On the way we saw several kyang and goa. The kyang or wild ass
is a beautiful and strikingly marked animal which can move at an amazing pace; a newly born foal but
a few hours old is supposed to be able to outdistance a horse.
Resting the night at Samada we continued down this valley and met Rai Bahadur Norbhu. He had
just come from Lhasa where he had been arranging details of our visit. He was wearing his best silk
Tibetan robes and had a fine embroidered saddle cloth.
As our march continued the valley narrowed and the containing hills became higher and steeper.
Some reached to the snow line. We passed through the Red Idol Gorge. This takes its name from the
red sandstone of which it is largely composed and the many images of Buddha carved in low relief on
the rocks. Beyond the gorge cultivation increased and the valley was well irrigated.
On the next day was the eagerly awaited stage to Gyantse. We were to spend several days here as
the political officers had business to transact. It was for us a very welcome opportunity to check stores
and to test wireless and cinema apparatus.
There were many officials to welcome us and our entry into Gyantse had to be most carefully timed.
Starting about three miles from the fort we were met by Raja Tering, a relation of the Maharajah of
Sikkim. Half a mile further on we were met by the British Trade Agent, Mr Richardson, Captains
Guthrie and Morgan, the agency doctors, with Captain Salamons with a guard of honour of mounted
infantry with many chuprassis wearing highly coloured uniforms. A mile further on the Eastern and
Western Dzongpens met us and finally the Tibetan Trade Agent of Khengchung and the Abbot of
Gyantse Monastery.
Our time at Gyantse was well filled. We tested the wireless transmitter and ran through many
hundreds of feet of film in search of suitable material to show the Tibetans.
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The only apparatus which had suffered on the journey was a public address loudspeaker and an M.L.
converter which had received a wetting when the yak carrying this load chose to lie down in a small
stream. The arrival of some spare diaphragms from Calcutta cured the speaker but our best efforts
failed to restore the M.L. to full activity.
The only important thing that would not work was the Stewart Turner charging engine. There had
not been time to carry out the modifications necessary to make the engine run in the rarefied
atmosphere of these altitudes and at 13,000 feet the engine stuck. Dagg went back to Calcutta to
obtain a hand-driven charging machine, and a telegram was sent to England for high compression
cylinders and variable jet carburettors. These arrived after about ten weeks, and with these
modifications the engine developed phenomenal power and made a noise like several machine guns
which greatly impressed the local inhabitants.
The dak bungalow is very comfortable and is set in a pleasant garden surrounded by willow trees.
The village, some three quarters of a mile away clusters round the foot of a hill whence it is
dominated by the Dzong, towering 600 feet above the plain. The surrounding country is, at this time
of year, rich with crops and five miles off the encircling hills rise to some 17,000 feet.
One day we attended a race meeting at the B.T.A.'s post. The oval track was about a quarter of a
mile long. There were several races for ponies, also a pacing race and one for cows and yaks, which
caused much enthusiasm and amusement. Tent pegging by the mounted infantry and prize-giving
were followed by a stupendous lunch party attended by all the local notabilities who consumed vast
quantities of chang, gin, and sweet liqueurs. The locals picnicked in the fields and got very merry on
quite small quantities of chang.
After three days the political members of the Mission departed for Lhasa. I was left behind with all
the wireless and cinema apparatus till they should have paved the way for the production of these
sidelines. I spent a fortnight in Gyantse keeping daily in touch with the Army Wireless in India,
running through cinema films and generally making sure that the technical equipment was in good
order.
On the day of the departure of the main party we were invited to lunch by Raja Tering. This was
typical of many subsequent parties. Being my first experience as a guest in a Tibetan household it is
clearly impressed on my mind and I will describe it in some detail. Arriving about 11 a.m. we
indulged in an orgy of photography and then settled down to tea and biscuits. We squatted on low
sofas round a table about a foot high. After about twenty minutes servants appeared with a dozen or so
small dishes containing highly spiced meats, fish and vegetables. We helped ourselves with chop
sticks, stretching across the table for anything we fancied. After about half an hour the servants
reappeared with the "piece de resistance". This consisted of bowls of flat home-made spaghetti in
soup with a little minced meat. One added any of the odds and ends off the table to taste. It was
etiquette to consume four of these bowls. This presented but little difficulty to the younger members
of the Mission. The ability to consume vast quantities of strange food is an essential qualification to
any member of such a mission as ours. The meal was rounded off by coffee and liqueurs and we were
able to take the road about quarter past one.
After a fortnight I received the long hoped-for instructions to proceed to Lhasa. I was provided with
a passport to enable me to obtain changes of transport at the different stages. Besides my bearer I was
given a chuprassi to act as interpreter and make all the necessary arrangements for me at each halt.
There were no dak bungalows beyond Gyantse and only the larger villages had a room fit to sleep in.
Otherwise we used tents. My first halt at Gobshi did not come under the former heading. After
passing the Tering's house I left the plain and entered a gradually narrowing valley well irrigated and
fertile with barley and willow plantations. Gobshi proved to be small and dirty, and to make matters
worse there was the rain. On arrival I was led into the house of which the ground floor was given over
to cows and chickens and other insanitary purposes and had to be smelt to be believed. I climbed a
rickety ladder and was shown a dank cell-like room. One look was
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sufficient and I hurried out to await the arrival of my tent. This was the only uncomfortable night
that I spent.
My next march brought me to the head of the valley and out into the pleasant grassy plain of Ralung.
This is used by the Tashi Llama as a camping ground on his journeys to Shigatse. I spent a
comfortable night in the Tibetan telegraph lineman's bungalow. Leaving the plain I entered a narrow
stony valley leading to the 16,600 feet Kar-o-la. The entrance to this valley was dominated by a
23,800 feet snow-capped giant called No-jin-kang-sang, very similar to Chomolhari. The Kar-o-la
was the scene of General MacDonald's final encounter with the Tibetans before he entered Lhasa. The
view from the top was magnificent. All around were range upon range of snow and ice-capped
mountains. Hanging glaciers reached to within a few hundred feet of the top of the pass which was
adorned with the usual cairns of stones and strings of prayer flags. Moraines reaching down to the
path spoke of the extent of the glaciers in bygone days.
I descended the pass to the Nang-kar-tese plain and the Yam-drok-tso. The plain was fertile with
many acres of good barley. The lake is enormous. From three to five miles wide it sweeps round the
hills in a vast horseshoe for forty-five miles. It abounds with wildlife of every kind. The closer one
approaches to Lhasa the more is wildlife protected and the greater its abundance.
I was given a clean comfortable room in Nang-kar-tse in a shadow of the Dzong. My chuprassi went
off with my passport to arrange for a change of transport.
Following the shores of the lake I came to Pede-Dzong a very similar village to Nang-kar-tse. There
I was fortunate enough to witness an interesting ceremony. All the fighting men of the village turned
out in their brightest robes on gaily caparisoned ponies. Headed by monks bearing banners, beating
drums and blowing trumpets they rode in procession round the fields. As the corn was just ripening I
imagine they were invoking some god to bless the crops and give them a good harvest. The blowing
of trumpets is always regarded as being a potent method of scaring devils.
Next day I crossed the Nyapso-La, the last pass before reaching Lhasa. The dominant feature of the
view to the north of the pass was a great turgid swift flowing river, the Tsangpo. The identity of this
remained for many years a mystery till it was proved to be the Bramaputra.
On descending into the valley of the Tsangpo one is immediately struck by the mildness of the
climate. In this sheltered valley at 11,500 feet the temperature was many degrees warmer and the
vegetation correspondingly more luxuriant. The hedgerows were bright with flowers, and the crops
were excellent, a great change from the exposed plain I had left. I spent a comfortable night in a tent
left by the political officer. As was my custom I set up a wireless receiver and loudspeaker and
received news and music from several short wave broadcasting stations. The inevitable crowd of
curious villagers rapidly collected.
My next stage to Chusul was completed by water. Myself and luggage were loaded into coracles
constructed of yak hide stretched over a light wooden framework. They were about six feet long, three
feet wide at one end and four feet at the other. They were lashed in pairs, broad ends together. A
waterman at each end of the combination guided the coracle into the swiftest part of the current with a
pair of short oars. They sang monotonous chants as they rowed. We were carried swiftly downstream.
We passed Chaksam where a ferry plies in winter when the river is low. There is also the remains of
an old suspension bridge in the form of heavy chains slung from a monastery on the right bank to an
island in the middle of the river.
I arrived early at Chusul where I found a good room in the village. After lunch I went for a walk in
some willow groves on the river bank. A good variety of crops, potatoes, peas, beans, carrots, buckwheat and barley flourished in the mild climate. Besides willow, apricot, peach and walnut trees gave
welcome shade.
I now turned up the valley of the Kiy-chu, the river on which stands the holy city itself. At this time of
the year the stream is heavily flooded and in places a mile wide. At other places it swirls in
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deep narrow channels at the foot of the bluffs and cliffs along which winds the track. The valley is
warm and fertile with many villages and monasteries.
A full halt at Netang and the great day arrived on which I was to enter the holy city of Lhasa.
The valley became broader and we passed many well built stone houses, the summer residences of
Lhasa high officials, standing in parks and willow groves. I crossed a tributary of the Kiy-chu by a
bridge, part of which was of steel girder construction, the components having been carried up from
India by coolies.
Looking up I saw the dominant feature of the place, the Potala, standing on its rock five hundred feet
above the city. Breaking through a rift in the clouds, the sunlight glowed from the gilded domes which
cover the tombs of the Dalai Llamas.
Approaching the city I passed the Monastery of Drepung, a town in itself, the home of some seven
thousand monks, idle parasites living on the forced charity of the hard worked villagers who are
compelled to pay a quarter of their produce to the monasteries. Further on I passed the Norbhu Lingk,
meaning "jewel park", the beautiful summer palace of the Dalai Llama.
I passed people of all kinds; monks riding or on foot, the more senior on fine pacing mules with
gaily coloured harness and saddle cloths; poor people in black homespun clothes with small children
running beside them or babies on their backs; sturdy shepherds or traders from distant parts with
sheepskin boots and clothes. Everywhere scrofulous dogs, and diseased beggars with tongues
protruding in supplication importuned the charity of the passer-by. Small boys with baskets on their
backs scavenged the animal droppings for fuel.
Crossing a dry watercourse I rode down a gravelled road between stone walls enclosing willow
plantations to the Deyki Lingka. This was a willow plantation containing a well-built stone house lent
to us by the Abbot of Gundeling Monastery as our residence for the period of our visit. It contained
sufficient rooms for Mr Gould and Brigadier Neame to sleep in and for dining room, sitting room and
offices. The rest of us slept in tents in the garden. The Signal Office and Transmitter were
accommodated in my tent. The garden, though somewhat unkempt, was pleasant and shady.
Lhasa city itself is the very antithesis of romance. It is mean and dirty. The houses are begrimed
with filth and smuts. Miserable pie dogs roam the narrow streets and scavenge in the refuse heaps.
Beggars squat against the walls and with obtruded tongues and upraised thumbs whine for alms.
Floods cover the waste ground beside the road; the water is black and slimy and stinks to heaven. The
Tibetans have no idea of sanitation. They squat, men and women, in the street like dogs. Were it not
for the cold climate, every form of epidemic would be rife.
In striking contrast to this squalor stands in unchallenged might and dignity the Potala. Five hundred
feet high and 900 feet long, its majestic proportions match to perfection the rugged country which it
dominates. Containing a monastery and monastic college it is the official residence of the Dalia Llama
and houses the main government offices. On the summit are shrines with gilded roofs containing the
mortal remains of past Dalai Llamas. Beneath are grim dungeons where languish certain political
prisoners. Without, on the Southern side towards the western end, are the government prisons and
printing establishment.
Within the Potala is disappointing. There are details and occasionally a complete room which are
worthy of the palace, but there is no sort of unity. The various assembly halls, offices and store rooms
are connected by dark and evil smelling passages while the whole place is anything but clean.
The most impressive part of the interior of the Potala is that containing the mausolea of the Dalai
Lamas. The earthly remains of these priest kings are contained in gold and silver chortens richly
encrusted with turquoise and precious stones. As the tomb of the fifth Dalai Llama is sixty feet high
and that of the thirteenth even higher, they are worth a kings ransom.
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The view from the roof is superb. The whole vale of Lhasa lies spread out before one. The city, the
Lingkas the Kiy Chu the plains of Sera and Deprung and the vast monasteries themselves merge into
the all encircling hills is a panorama not lightly to be forgotten.
In contrast to the dominance of the Potala is the colourful restfulness of the summer palace of the
Dalai Llama, the Norbhu Lingka. Surrounded by a granite wall ten feet high and set in a well laid out
garden half a mile square stands a gaily coloured building of large airy rooms decorated with beautiful
tapestries and mural paintings. The floors are of perfectly polished wood and everything is spotlessly
kept. It must be remembered that although a new incarnation had not then been found since the death
of the last Dalai Llama his spirit still lived, and his residence was kept with the same loving care as
during the lifetime of his body. Before the throne in his throne room and reception room stood tables
on which were his jade teacup, golden prayer wheel and bowls of fresh fruit.
The Norbhu Lingka contains three palaces, houses for his chief officials, an inner enclosure
containing an artificial lake with two summer pavilions, the royal stables and the barracks for his
personal bodyguard. Beyond one of the palaces stands the Dalai Lama's garage containing two cars
now forlorn and dilapidated. The water garden was his private retreat, where he retired daily to escape
the attentions of officials and servants and spend several hours in meditation and devotion amongst
the birds and flowers which he loved.
In the centre of the city stands the cathedral, again a forbidding and dirty building. Near the entrance
stands an eight foot prayer barrel being turned by an impassive-faced old woman. Off the main hall
open many small dark cells. In the chief shrine at the eastern end of the temple stands a life-size
image of Gautama Buddha, with repellent features, the body thickly encrusted with precious stones.
To the south of the cathedral is the main square which is used as a market place. To the north of the
square stands the Kashag or meeting place of the Cabinet. Round the cathedral is the main shopping
centre. Most of the shops are in the form of stalls in the market place or the goods are merely laid out
on the cobbles. The larger shops consist of basement rooms opening on to the street. The variety of
goods displayed is enormous. Prayer flags, cloth, semi-precious stones cheap toys and china, homburg
hats and scrap iron, tea and skins are but a small selection of the amazing variety of goods offered for
sale.
In one corner stands, in modern detachment, an electric light standard -for Lhasa has her electric
light plant. Five miles away in the foothills where a mountain stream enters a valley a turbine turns a
3 KV alternator. Thence on iron standards the power is brought to the city. On a damp evening the
inadequate insulators shimmer with continuous discharges. In the city the power is transformed down
to 440 volts. By day this is diverted to the Mint where efficient British made electrical machinery
stamps out the Tibetan coinage and prints their bank notes. By night the power drives a generator
which charges a 400 volts bank of accumulators whence 200 volts D. C. is supplied to the city on a
three-wire system.
The Mint is adjacent to the barracks where the standing army of some 500 N.C.O.s and men are
accommodated. Here, on my first day in Lhasa, Brigadier Neame reviewed them. In the morning we
rode out on our ponies and were met at the gate by a guard of honour. After inspecting them we rode
into the barracks and were entertained with tea and sweet biscuits while we waited for the Prime
Minister who, by virtue of his high rank, is privileged to arrive last. We then witnessed them carry out
some infantry drill, all commands being given in English. After lunch they carried out some rifle
practice and fired Lewis guns, Vickers guns and 10-lb mountain guns. The whole town turned out to
watch. In a vast horseshoe formation they converged dangerously on to the line of fire. Huge monks
with whips stalked up and down keeping order.
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A few miles further out across a sandy plain and sprawling at the feet of the encircling mountains
are the vast monasteries of Sera and Drepung, housing respectively 5,500 and 7,000 monks. They are
cities in themselves with narrow winding streets. Looking out into courtyard and street are the monks'
cells. The life of the monasteries revolves around the colleges into which they are subdivided. Here
the young monks receive instruction and all worship. They are large halls with roofs supported on
square wooden pillars, hung with tankas and lit by the flickering light of butter lamps. At one end is a
long altar with images of Buddha and offerings of grain and butter. Everything is sticky with the
spillings of tea, and the odour of rancid butter pervades every nook and cranny.
The population of the city is of the most varied. Traders from Sinning, Mongolia and India, sturdy
shepherds from Kam who indulge in brigandage as a sideline, mingle with the villager in for the day
and the city types. A high official rides by with his flowing robes of red and purple astride a gaily
caparisoned pacing mule. Again the small children scavenge the animal droppings for fuel.
Everywhere we met with the greatest hospitality. We were called on and entertained by officials of
every grade in turn. We ate everything from twenty-course lunches, lasting from twelve o'clock till 5
p.m. with Cabinet ministers to simple informal suppers with Ringang and his family. He was educated
at Rugby and runs the electric light plant and the mint.
We devised a variety of ways of amusing ourselves and keeping fit. On Sundays we would go for
long walks into the hills and c1imb anything up to 6,000 feet. We organised mounted paper chases
and "Mr Goulds hounds" would meet twice a week and pursue cunningly laid trails of paper. The
locals could never quite make out what we had lost and had a habit of sweeping up the paper.
We formed a football team, called ourselves the Mission Marmots and defeated Lhasa United onelove after a hard, cleanly fought game. A seven-a-side football league was formed and was
progressing well until some rogue stole our goalposts for firewood. In the evening we had the
gramophone and wireless to entertain us.
We gave several cinema parties with a 16 mm projector. Besides the film we had taken ourselves,
both colour and black and white we had a variety from the Kodascope library. Charlie Chaplin prewar vintage, Rin-Tin-Tin, Hendon Air Pageant and the Jubilee were in constant demand. Not only did
we play to a packed house in our own dinning room, but we gave private shows to the Regent, the
Prime Minister, to the small monastery who owned our house and to the troops of Norbhu Lingka
guard. Our audiences young and old were always easy to amuse, appreciative and a pleasure to
entertain. During one of our children's parties, Mr Gould left the room to return with his arms full of
crackers. The party which had started with a swing continued with a bang!
We saw Lhasa from summer through autumn into winter. The crops cut with sickles were threshed
by oxen and yaks or beaten out with flails. Women would pour the grain into the wind to willow it.
On a still day another woman would fan the falling grain. The fields which had been green with peas,
beans and potatoes became one brown, bare dusty expanse. The temperature fell till we were getting
twenty degrees of frost at night though the sun was quite warm by day. The wind got up and we were
plagued with dust storms. One morning we woke to find four inches of snow on the ground. It left the
valley in a few days, but remained in the hills for a long time.
A considerable southerly migration of birds took place. Those who had spent the summer on the
brackish lakes in the north came down to Llasa's sheltered valleys, while Llhasa summer residents
travelled further south still.
Towards the middle of December the Defence Department ordered one of the Signal Officers to
return. Dagg was not yet fit. He had had an accident with a maroon on Armistice Day and several bad
cuts on his face were not yet healed. It was decided that I should go. I was not unduly loath as
thoughts hunting with the Peshawar Vale were beginning to call. It was arranged that Freddie
Chapman should accompany me back as far as Narg-kar-tse -- partly as a holiday, and partly to study
animal life and to take photgraphs.
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Winter travel in Tibet is no picnic. From an hour after sunrise till late afternoon a freezing gale
blows laden with sand and grit. At Chaksam ferry we had to wait over half an hour for a lull in the
storm before it was safe to cross. Over the Kar-o-la the wind was so strong that the air was full of
small pebbles. Everywhere the country was barren, dusty and icy. The wise traveller starts at 1.30
a.m. and travels in the early hours of the morning before the wind gets up.
I was not a wise traveller. Early rising not being my strong point I was seldom on the road before 8
o'clock and by 9 the gale had developed its full fury. Wearing poshteen, Gilghit boots, fur-lined hat
and goggles, and with my face swathed in a scarf, I battled from rest house to rest house. The wind
had the inevitable effect on my nose. In the short time necessary to deal with the offending organ my
handkerchief froze stiff in my hand.
One might have expected to contend with snow as well; but owing to the dryness of the climate
north of the Himalayas hardly any had fallen on the tableland and so little on the passes that even the
few pack trains crossing at that time of year were able to keep them open without difficulty Winter
merely accentuated the brownness of the country. The Doshen lake best demonstrated the power of
that awful wind. The cold had, with difficulty, subdued the tormented waters. The ice was riven and
hummocked; the lee shore was piled ten feet high with a barricade of ice blocks and driven spray.
I had two days rest at Gyantse and some much needed baths. I also replenished my stock of food. I
cannot speak too highly of my Pathan bearer Nurghul Khan. However arduous the journey he always
turned up to produce a good hot meal and make my bed, as well as looking after himself and my
baggage and chasing the drivers. He was the only man I met who could hurry a Tibetan.
I was very glad to reach the shelter of the Chumbi valley. The wooden houses reminded me of the
chalets of Switzerland and made me feel quite homesick. The Amu-Chu was now a quiet mountain
stream with ice fringed banks. Where waterfalls, draining the hillsides, had flung themselves in
hundred foot leaps into the gorges, hung majestic icicles, throwing back the clear sunlight in every
gorgeous colour.
The clatter and modernity of Calcutta seemed all wrong, and New Delhi in her white and orderly
smugness would have drawn up her skirts in horror at the thought of winter conditions in the
highlands of Tibet and other manifestations of a more elemental nature.
A big toe aching from slight frost-bite did not let me forget. There were other and more pleasant
memories. The hospitality of a kindly people amazingly unspoilt and with a quiet natural charm is not
to be forgotten. Above all the company of friends with whom I worked and played and shared these
experiences for several months, learning a tolerance bred of a deeper understanding and knowledge
than can be acquired from acquaintances under the artificialities of station and cantonment life. A
wonderful and valuable experience which I shall never forget.
APPENDIX
G5YN
The duty of providing radio communications for the Mission was given to HQ Northern Command,
India at Rawalpindi. Captain S. J. Dagg, long since like myself retired as Lieutenant Colonel, was
given the job. While technically fully qualified and competent he did not know morse. Fortunately for
me he knew I was a Ham so I was brought along as an operator.
The main transmitter, constructed in the Unit Workshops at Rawalpindi was a self excited push pull
Hartley using two AT50 bright emitter triodes. The circuit is given at Fig.1. It was built on a
rectangular varnished wooden chassis probably about 18" square and 4" deep with the tank coil and
condenser L 1 C 1, and valves mounted on top with stand-off insulators. The small components were
mounted underneath with meters M1 and M2 and filament rheostat R3 on the front drop. The Collins
Coupler whose coils were wound on Eddystone plug-in formers was mounted separately.
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country prefix AC4 for Tibet and part of my own call sign, YN. Thus AC4YN was born. Australia
and New Zealand came through very reliably. This was most fortunate as the leader of the Mission
had relations in New Zealand and we were able to pass Christmas greetings between them. This was
excellent for the reputation of the Corps and Amateur radio.
Indian amateurs were, of course, easily worked but Europe was not so easy. The first European
stations to be contacted when I made my first transmissions in the late summer were Russian and
Eastern European countries. As the year progressed so contacts were made further and further to the
West. I do not remember raising any British stations before December. Only a few had been worked
by the time I had left the Mission towards the end of December. However, Fox worked many more
after I left. One point of interest, 'though I did not realise it at the time was that 1936 was one year
after a sunspot maximum.
Until the modification parts for the Stuart Turner engine arrived we had two alternative methods of
getting our batteries charged. We either took them along to the electric light plant where they were
connected in parallel with the float cells of the main 400 volts bank of accumulators or we used our
own hand charging machine. This was cranked by six coolies who sang mournful dirges the whole
time. The accumulators received heavy use as they were used not only on the radio equipment but
also for the Public Address and Cinema projector.
Owing to my commitments with the Mission it was not possible for me to spend a great deal of time
on 14 Mc/s. As no advance publicity had been given and as in any case there were far fewer amateurs
in those days we suffered none of the "pile-ups" of the modern DX-pedition.
When in due course Dagg and I returned to our Regiments Fox took over. He was ex Royal Signals
and at the time was employed as a telegraphist at Calcutta. When the Mission closed he stayed on in
Tibet having married a Tibetan girl. He left Tibet when the Chinese invaded and died in India shortly
afterwards.

In its day AC4YN was the most famous of the rare DX stations. Alas, it is no more and can never be
again.
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THE "DELTA" ALL-BAND ANTENNA - PART II.
GW3ASW
(Continued from previous issue of "Mercury" (Winter)).
(COPYRIGHT - Copyright, other than that granted or implied to publish in Royal Signals Amateur
Radio Society Journal "Mercury" is reserved by the Author. Reproduction, in whole or in part, is
forbidden. Author : C. R. Mountjoy, GW3ASW, 55 Aberdare Road, Cwmbach, Aberdare, Glamorgan,
South Wales.)
Results on 80. On 80 (where I work mainly inter-G fone) results have been excellent as those
reporting me on the L.F. Net can support. I was heard in ZL one morning on CW but no serious
efforts have been made to go for DX apart from a couple of VE's and 3 W contacts earlier on when
the early morning brought a few of them into the open.
Results on 40. Results have exceeded expectations. On CW using a strict 125 Watts to enable a
check to be made on results I have been rewarded by all W call areas including Alaska, 27 States, a
UA0 (off the end!) located on the Bering Straits, a couple of VK's, and a ZL reporting me heard at
569. Total, 65 countries since March without really trying. Excellent inter-G and Eu fone.
Results on 20. Again since March I have worked 40 States including KH6, KL7 all call areas ZL
reports are around the 459 mark but usually good reports have been received from VK. A total of 72
Countries have been worked.
Results on 15 & 10. Apart from testing, no serious activity but contacts show excellent promise.
WILL IT WORK WITH CO-AX? I always get asked this question!. If you are prepared to accept a
different set of operating conditions - yes, it certainly will; but remember that the design frequency is
on 20 Metres ( these Metres are safer than these new fangled Hertz!) and any matching device (stub)
will be a reactance on others.
Matching to 72 Ohms. (Refer to Fig. 3). As erected and designed, the antenna mentioned above is
two full waves (top plus delta section) so, therefore the feed point a voltage antinode and a quarter
wave matching section is necessary. This is made of 600 ohms feeder line to which can be attached
your co-axial feed. The 600 ohms line is attached to points 'x' and 'y' in Fig. 3. I reiterate that on all
other bands a reactive mismatch occurs. The phasing section is best tested in situ. This is easily done
by erecting the aerial first attaching WITHOUT making electrical connections to the antenna. Erect
the 600 ohms line into its working position, short out the end to which the co-ax will be attached and
by using your GDO trim the line to exactly 14.1 Mhz (perhaps there is something to be said for these
Hertz after all!) Once you are satisfied, solder up and you're away!. N.B. Measure the length of the
phasing stub for future reference as from it you can "write in" your own VF of the line. If you have to
work by rule, use the formula 234/f = length of quarter wave in feet. This must be multiplied by the
Velocity Factor (VF) of the line in use. The average VF of 600 ohms line is 0∙975 and for 300 ohms
line is 0∙83. If in doubt, be a little short rather then the opposite.
A local amateur, Bert Vowles, GW3RHC, has, for the past few months, been testing out the co-axial
fed version. I am indebted to him for his help and assistance. He has been very pleased with the
results and has passed along the following VSWRs taken on a Heathkit Bridge. These are average
readings taken over a period under various weather conditions.
3∙5 Mhz - 1:1∙5,
3∙550Mhz - 1:1∙3,
7∙000 Mhz - 1:2∙5,
7.050Mhz - 1:2∙4,
14 Mhz band - 1:1.
21 Mhz band - 1:1∙1.
28∙000 Mhz - 1:1∙3, 28∙200 Mhz and above - 1:1.

3∙600Mhz and above - 1:1.
7∙100 - 1:2.

His general comment is to the effect that it is better than any other antenna he has tried to date, also
his TVI troubles have been greatly reduced (probably due to the better VSWRs and the fact that the
system is a balanced one).
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THE OTHER MANS JUNK HEAP, AND HOW IT DEVELOPED (With apologies to "SWM")
9H1BE.
Harry first became interested in electrics at a very early age, when he became friendly with a boy
genius at school. (Said boy genius last heard of working for the Atomic Energy Authority at Harwell).
The first project was a single loop electric motor. This motor, when switched on, guaranteed to give
about half a rev. then stand quivering between the poles of the magnet. The next project was a crystal
set, made up breadboard fashion. The coil was wound on the innards of a toilet roll, the variable
capacitor was constructed from
Dads old razor blades stuck into balsa wood dowels and pivoted through a couple of skate wheels. I
suspect that John the Genius even dug the quartz from his own back garden. The receiver worked very
well and became an official project for the following science classes. Perhaps some of the old timers
can remember the terrible razor blade shortage around 1941/2. This was, in fact, due to the hundreds
of variable capacitors being constructed, and had nothing to do with the War (?!- Ed.). MkII followed
quickly, this one being built into a Swan Vestas box (miniaturisation yet!). This was not so successful
due to the fact that the coil was wound on pencil stubs, or because the capacitor was commercially
made.
Here we digress for a moment, and also to change from third to first person as it's easier to think that
way.
John was something of a practical joker and most of his pranks took place during chemistry classes.
The first I remember was to drop a bottle of black ink into my soap making experiment. My rep1y to
this was a couple of spoonsfu1 of a well known Liver Salts into his electrolysis experiment. Some
time later, whilst I was engrossed with a galvanometer and a few bits of wire, he dropped a piece of
caustic soda into my jacket pocket. I didn't find this until it had burnt through jacket, trousers and
most of my chubby thigh!. My comeback to this one was half a bottle of concentrated sulphuric acid
into his pocket (NOT recommended- Ed.). He found this in a much shorter time. All this by way of an
explanation of why I am always to be seen with my hands in my pockets, since hearing of Johns'
appointment at Harwell.
To get back to the heart of the matter, my interest in radio went forward at a terrific rate, and ten
years later at the age of 23, I decided to build Mk III. This posed quite a problem as quartz crystal
was almost unheard of by now. The nice man in the shop assured me that this little thing called a
diode would do exactly the same job. I spent many happy hours trying to find out where the cats
whisker had to be applied. It worked eventually.
Two years later, I rejoined the Army and was posted to 1 TR Catterick. There they had a Club for
radio enthusiasts, which I joined, mainly for the purpose of obtaining cheap components... . The Bug
had really bitten now - that was in 1952 - and in the next twelve years I sat in a few shacks and clubs,
watching amateurs at work, and developing this intense passion for the hobby. Fortunately, in 1964, I
was posted to Cyprus, otherwise I would still be sitting and watching. There, at Episkopi, was a Royal
Signals Club station, left behind by John Worrall. It had three members, all RAF, and I found myself
to be a very important person indeed. I had fourteen months of happy, if somewhat illegal, operation,
both from ZC4TJ and the other club which I ran, ZC4TX. This was an ideal opportunity to get my
CW up to scratch and I spent the last four months almost exclusively on the key.
I was posted back to Catterick in early '66 and immediately reported to G3CIO. There with the help
of Les Beaumont, Johnnie Hodgkins and a few other members, I obtained the necessary confidence to
enter for the RAE. To my surprise I passed, and a little more badgering from Les, saw me on my way
to the local morse testing point. A little more flannel there and I was in. I was issued with G3VTU,
and with that call I made about six QSOs and was then posted to Cyrenaica.
On arrival at Benghazi I immediately applied for a call. The Israelis however, decided that their cause
was more pressing than mine, and the Arabs in a fit of chagrin cancelled all amateur licences
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This prompted me to apply for a posting to Malta which was granted, and the application went in
again. This took about three months to be approved, mainly due to the file lying on Police
Headquarters desk for about two months. Everyone gets a say in whether a licence should be issued or
not. The hardest regulation to get around is the one that says "It is illegal to possess transmitting
equipment, or any kind of component, unless in possession of a licence" and then goes on to say "A
licence will only be issued after the station has been inspected". If you don't believe it, ask Edgar
Wagner! (G3BID - Ed.)
The first equipment was a home-brew 50 Watts AM and CW transmitter. Very unstable with chirp
and drift, but everyone knew when Harry was on. The kinder Stateside stations said it was
"distinctive"!. One even went so far as to say that I should, on no account, correct it, as the boys
wouldn't be able to recognise me on the air. This later became 100 watts by the addition of another
807. Twice the power and twice the chirp/drift - or does it follow square law? I made many contacts
with this rig, mainly on CW, and met many friends both old and new. I entered a few Contests and
chased DX, but after finding my way into the Royal Signals DX Net, this became my main interest.
My first job nowadays, after switching on, is to look for Ray (Sharjah), Harry (Dekhelia) or Bert
(Liverpool). I usually find them and quite a few others besides.
Due to the good offices of Maurice Caplan (VS6AA - Ed.) I am now the proud possessor of a
fine Yaesu-Musen FT-DX 400. That's our Maurice - and another story!
So there we are, twenty-five years between first interest and first licence this must be something of a
record.
I was going to send some photos, but with me sitting in the chair, one cannot see the equipment, and
without me there, the proof is missing, so what the H---!.
(Besides putting 9H1 on the DX bands, Harry has checked into the 80 Metre Net and done a FB job
with Society recruiting on the Island. One of our newer members, introduced by Harry, is 9H1BB,
and Harry kindly sent along a "pen-picture" of Law which is reproduced below. Tnx, Harry - Ed.)
+++++++++++++++++++
OUR MAN IN MALTA (PERMANENTLY) or 9H1BB
by 9H1BE.
Lawrence Smith, 9H1BB, "Doreen", New Street off Ganu Street, Birkirkara, Malta GC. Age 52
years young. Lawrence served with the Irish Fusiliers from September 1935 to November 1944. He
took his discharge in Malta and married a local girl. He found immediate employment with the
R.A.S.C. as a fitter and was later taken over by R.E.M.E.. He worked with these two Units from 1944
to 1952 when he was transferred to Comcan Signal Squadron and carried on with, them, through their
change to D.C.N., and was then transferred to his present employment as Foreman Fitter with the
local R.E.M.E. Workshops. He is an extremely good motor mechanic, as can be gathered, and finds
time to run his own business in the evenings. Needless to say, there is a waiting
list for his services, and even I cannot get an appointment.
Unfortunately, Lawrence lost his wife in 1965, leaving him with a teenage son and daughter to bring
up, and a very fine job he makes of it. Even so, he found time hanging on his hands a bit, and to help
him get over the loneliness, he started tuning over the bands. He discovered, with amazement, that he
could receive many foreign stations, at great distances. This was his introduction to radio, and when
be heard the queer jargon on the amateur bands, he took steps to find out what it was all about. He
joined the local club and started self-tuition in radio. He passed his RAE and with some
encouragement and tuition from an amateur friend (9H1AQ), he also passed the CW test, and
obtained the call 9H1BB.
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He has served on the committees of both local Clubs for some years and is a confirmed stirrer. He
believes in giving things a stir and seeing what comes up. He mainly looks after all those members
who are not yet amateurs, i.e. SWLs, Tape enthusiasts, etc., and organises contests to keep their
interest.
Lawrence has no plans for leaving Malta, so it looks as if we may still have a member here even after
run-down. His application has gone in and is under consideration, so we are keeping our fingers
crossed. (Uncross 'em, Law can now put RSARS 171 on his QSLs and we are certainly happy to have
him as a member - Ed.).
Lawrence (Law) is also something of a magpie, and no piece of radio junk is ever discarded. His
garage is stocked with transformers, chassis, etc. With the component situation what it is in Malta,
who can blame him?
The main station is still a B2 spy set on which Law has worked the world. He also has an
Elizabethan, which sounds like a buzz saw with laryngitis. He has great hopes of talking either
9H1AL or 9H1BH into selling their spare SSB transmitters at some ridiculous price. If he succeeds.
Look out for CW on 7, 14 and 21 mainly evenings or nights, but possibly earlier on weekends.
Law has an easy to read fist, clear, precise and never more than about 14 w.p.m.
++++++++++++++++++++
THE SIGNALLERS JOURNEY INTO THE WILDERNESS
(The following, which has been detached from its accompanying letter and does not contain the
authors name, will, no doubt, bring back immediate memories to our older readers. Younger readers
will probably recognise reference to such great personalities as the Chief Instructor (C.I.), Assistant
Instructor (A.I.) and also to the Auxiliary Territorial Service (A.T.S.) that great forerunner of the
Womens Royal Army Corps.)
And it came to pass that in the days of Hitler the Worst when all men did make war one with
another, there dwelt in the wilderness a great chief called SEE EYE, and he did call unto himself all
his disciples from all corners of the land, and they journeyed forth carrying upon their backs large
bundles, and in their hands many strange things. Yea, verily, they were as beasts of burden. They did
all say unto themselves "I must away to my masters bidding, and great was their rejoicing when they
arrived at their masters dwelling.
They did cast off their burdens and lie down in the house of SEE EYE, their Great Chief.
And it came to pass that on the morrow, having rested awhile, they were called together and did sit
together and under one roof, and a lesser chief SEE ESS EMM did speak unto them in a loud voice
giving them the commandments of the Great Chief SEE EYE.
"Thou shalt not trespass upon thy neighbours garden"
"Thou shalt not wander abroad with the woman AY TEE ESS"
"Thou shalt not walk with thy hands buried in thy garments"
"Thou shalt put a dark paint upon thy sandals and they shall not "shine"
And after they had harkened to the Commandments of SEE EYE, they were divided among
themselves and did go unto lesser chiefs, each of which is called by the name ACK EYE, and ACK
EYE having about one score men did talk many words of wisdom. And he did take them up on the
mountainside, and, verily I say unto you they were astonished, for, Lo and Behold, a light did flicker
from afar off. they did crowd together and each man spoke in whispers to his neighbour, and one
would say "BEE", and another "DEE", and one would say "TEE" and another "EE" and there was
great confusion. They wondered what manner of light is this that can speak words and they were so
afraid.
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These men from afar were then taken under the same roof under which the chief SEE ESS EMM
had spoken, and they did hear a loud noise as of many bees, and some did quake and tremble, saying
one to another, "What meaneth this?". Others did smile and did say "It is the writing on the wall" and
they translated from the ether and did scribe on parchment as white as snow.
And it came to pass after two nights and two days that these men did gather unto their ACK EYE
and did go out into the cold taking with them branches of trees and pieces raiment, lest they be
working evil.
And it also came to pass that after five nights and five days they took refuge in a quiet place,
carrying parchment and the means to make signs and they did become scribes, filling many pages, and
so they did until the cock did crow and then they said one to the other "Only one and fifty days to go"
and there was great jubilation.
(Was training in Heliograph and Wireless etc., so hard? - Ed.)
+++++++++++++++++++++++
QUIK-QUIZ ANSWERS.
1. British Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Coata.Rica, Panama. Also the
Panama Canal Zone.
2. Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Dominica.
3.b) Mexico.
4. NW - SE.
5. The Dead Sea (Jordan-Israel). 1,286 Feet BELOW Sea Level.
+++++++++++++++++++++
FREQUENCY PREDICTIONS - MAY, JUNE, JULY 1970
Thanks to the good offices of G5YN (RSARS 040) the Society now receives a copy of Bulletin of
Predictions of Radio Propagation Conditions. This booklet contains approximately 180 pages and
computation of predictions for a given path can be a little complex. This, coupled with the fact that
the predictions are for single-hop paths of 4,000 Km maximum, means that reproduction in "Mercury"
is not of great benefit. However, it would appear that the following paths are likely :
London - New York. 28 Mhz - Unlikely. 21 Mhz - No regular path. 14 Mhz - Path in between 0930Z
and 0100Z, 7 Mhz - Path possibly in between 2130z and 0800Z.
London - Cyprus.

28 Mhz - Unlikely. 21 Mhz - Path in between 0800Z and 1730Z, 14 Mhz - In all
day except perhaps from 0030Z and 0230Z, 7 Mhz - In between 1700Z and 0300Z.

It is hoped to obtain from the Joint Radio Propagation Bureau a more accurate multi-hop path
prediction for selected paths in which the Society would be interested.
++++++++++++++++++++
OTHER INTEREST SECTION.
Apparently, about 692 of our members have no other hobby than Amateur Radio as, apart from the
two members mentioned in the last issue, no-one has written to say what they do with their hardearned cash when the bands are dead!
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These men from afar were then taken under the same roof under which the chief SEE ESS EMM had spoken, and they did
hear a loud noise as of many bees, and some did quake and tremble, saying one to another, "What meaneth this?". Others did
smile and did say "It is the writing on the wall" and they translated from the ether and did scribe on parchment as white as
snow.
And it came to pass after two nights and two days that these men did gather unto their ACK EYE and did go out into the
cold taking with them branches of trees and pieces raiment, lest they be working evil.
And it also came to pass that after five nights and five days they took refuge in a quiet place, carrying parchment and the
means to make signs and they did become scribes, filling many pages, and so they did until the cock did crow and then they
said one to the other "Only one and fifty days to go" and there was great jubilation.
(Was training in Heliograph and Wireless etc., so hard? - Ed.)
+++++++++++++++++++++++
QUIK-QUIZ ANSWERS.
1. British Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, Coata.Rica, Panama. Also the Panama Canal Zone.
2.

Cuba, Haiti, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, Dominica.

3.

b) Mexico.

4.

NW - SE.

5.

The Dead Sea (Jordan-Israel). 1,286 Feet BELOW Sea Level.
+++++++++++++++++++++

FREQUENCY PREDICTIONS - MAY, JUNE, JULY 1970
Thanks to the good offices of G5YN (RSARS 040) the Society now receives a copy of Bulletin of Predictions of Radio
Propagation Conditions. This booklet contains approximately 180 pages and computation of predictions for a given path can
be a little complex. This, coupled with the fact that the predictions are for single-hop paths of 4,000 Km maximum, means
that reproduction in "Mercury" is not of great benefit. However, it would appear that the following paths are likely :
London - New York. 28 Mhz - Unlikely. 21 Mhz - No regular path. 14 Mhz - Path in between 0930Z and 0100Z, 7 Mhz Path possibly in between 2130z and 0800Z.
London - Cyprus.

28 Mhz - Unlikely. 21 Mhz - Path in between 0800Z and 1730Z, 14 Mhz - In all day except perhaps
from 0030Z and 0230Z, 7 Mhz - In between 1700Z and 0300Z.

It is hoped to obtain from the Joint Radio Propagation Bureau a more accurate multi-hop path prediction for selected paths in
which the Society would be interested.
++++++++++++++++++++
OTHER INTEREST SECTION.
Apparently, about 692 of our members have no other hobby than Amateur Radio as, apart from the two members
mentioned in the last issue, no-one has written to say what they do with their hard-earned cash when the bands are dead!
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the axis of the graph, mark up the horizontal axis for the required frequency range and the vertical for
the VSWR range envisaged, say from 1:1 to 4:1.
NOTE. "On the air" tests follow. Precede and conclude each test transmission with the station callsign.
Key the Tx and observe the reflected power indication, adjust the bridge sensitivity as required, to
give f.s.d. in the forward direction. Note the reflected power indication on the graph. Repeat this
procedure at spot frequencies throughout the band.
Derive the curve from the values obtained. The VSWR for any particular frequency can then be
obtained by drawing X and Y co-ordinates on the completed graph.
Take the point of minimum VSWR. This indicates the resonant frequency of the dipole. It
may be shifted lower in frequency by slightly lengthening the dipole or conversely, higher, by
judiciously pruning it. A state is finally achieved where the point of minimum VSWR is coincident
with the required operating frequency. The bridge may then be taken out of circuit and the co-ax
feedline connected direct to the Tx.
The graph is retained for reference purposes as it provides a useful means of determining whether
the dipole resonance is subsequently modified due to the erection of other nearby aerials or by
modification of the dipole configuration itself.
4. Configuration.
Few amateurs have access to sufficient space to erect l.f. aerials in the clear. Consequently dipoles
are often bent and compressed to suit individual restricted locations.
The amount of signal radiated from the dipole is proportional to the r.f. current flowing in the
antenna. As most r.f. current flows around the dipole feed point, this section must be erected as high
and as clear of surrounding objects as possible. The ends of the dipole arms contribute little to the
total radiated signal and consequently any folding, compression or bending of the antenna should take
place in these areas. Considerable r.f. voltage is however present and care should be exercised to
prevent a leakage path developing between the dipole ends and earth. At least 2 ft. separation between
the dipole ends and other surrounding objects should be achieved. By using the Inverted 'V'
configuration and attaching the dipole feed point to a chimney-mounted or roof apex mounted pole a
full size 80 Metre dipole can be accommodated in 80/90 feet whilst maintaining the dipole elements
straight and unbent.
Trap dipoles like the W3DZZ or its half size version, the K2GU, permit even greater savings in
space with the added facility of multi-band working. Details of both these antennas may be found in
the ARRL ANTENNA HANDBOOK. Home construction of the traps has been carried out by the
writer, using a g.d.o. in conjunction with an accurately calibrated receiver. No problems were
encountered and good results from the completed antennas followed.
Folded dipoles are quite useful devices where a wide bandwidth is required, for 80 or 10 for instance.
These can be constructed quite cheaply and simply, using 300 Ohms ribbon for the dipole elements
and feeder. To effect the 4:1 step-down from 300 ohms to 75 ohms and to transform from balanced to
unbalanced, the use of a bifilor wound, air-spaced balun is recommended. HEATHKIT market a
suitable kit and this has been used by the writer for this purpose. The balun is broadband from 3 - 30
Mhz, therefore once the folded dipole has been resonated; no further tuning is required.
Folded dipoles are essentially single-band devices although a 40 Metre folded dipole will radiate
efficiently on its third harmonic, 15 Metres.
Insulators can be constructed using sheet perspex or paxolin; these will prove quite light and durable
in use. One practical problem encountered with 300 Ohms ribbon is in maintaining it free
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from distortion due to twisting along its length. Before raising the antenna, therefore, ensure that all
kinks and twists have been removed, as it will prove difficult to correct matters once the antenna has
been raised.
Finally, mention is made of the G5RV dipole, along with its half size version. Information on the
construction of this aerial is to be found in several RSGB publications. However, the version used by
the writer may be of interest. This half-size version performs very well especially on 10 and 20
Metres.
The 17 ft. stub is constructed of 18 s.w.g. open wire feeder, spaced 4 inches apart and separated by
spreaders cut from heavy duty co-ax inner insulation, the inner conductor is first removed. 16 ft. of
300 Ohms ribbon is attached to the stub and the antenna is tuned by a KW E-ZEE match or any
suitable A.T.U.
All the dipole types mentioned can be made to exhibit directivity by sloping them at an angle of
around 45° towards the desired direction. H.F. band dipoles may be mounted vertically, although, in
practice, it is often difficult to bring the feeder away at right angles in the recommended fashion.
6. Conclusion.
These notes, though not comprehensive, do summarise to some extent one amateur's practical field
work on dipoles. As such it is hoped that they will provide useful comparisons to some and
encouragement to others engaged in similar activities.
++++++++++++++++++++
DID YOU SERVE IN INDIA?
In the current issue of "The Wire" appears the following :
Mr Geoffrey Wakefield F.R.H.S. an ex-member of the Corps writes from Dorado Beach Puerto Rico,
hoping to renew friendships made during his service days. Mr Wakefield joined the Corps in October
1936, and was demobilised in January 1946. He served in England with 'F' Troop, Mobile Division
Signals at Tidworth, Kohat District Signals, Kohat, N.W.F.P., India, Waziristan District Signals,
Razmak and Dehra Ishmail Khan, Eastern Command Signals, Meerut, Calcutta, Jalapahar, Dehra
Dhun, Digboi, Ledo, Dacca, etc., etc. "I shall be delighted hear from anyone in the Corps" he says. Mr
Wakefield is now Resort Horticulturist at the Dorado Beach Hotel, Dorado Beach, Puerto Rico.
(The above items are reprinted from the current issue of The Royal Signals Magazine "The Wire".
Due acknowledgements are made. "The Wire" can be obtained from : "The Wire", Royal Signals
Association, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London S.W.3. at 24/- for twelve months or 2/- for a
single month (post free except Air Mail). Please mention R.S.A.R.S. This present issue contains
(among other things) a photo of "some" (actually 88) members of the British element of 3rd Indian
Divisional Signals, Meerut, India in 1932, a photo of No.1 Set on a pack-horse, and a "Mystery
Photo" of a Cable Wagon "doing Its stuff" alongside a truck with post World War II markings - Ed.).
++++++++++++++++++++++++
DO YOU KNOW……….?
What happened to CSM "Jumbo" Charlton, Sgt "Tich" Metters, Sgt Tommy "Buller" Blades, Sgt
"Chota" Chadwick, Sgt "Pussy" Catt, Sgt Red McGrath?. Any news would be appreciated by Tony
G3WRY, 32 Russell Road, Liverpool 18.
++++++++++++++++++++++++
NEW TICKET DEPARTMENT.
Congratulations to C. Powlesland, RSARS 578, of 40 Ida Road, SKEGNESS, Lincs. on being
licensed as G8CQZ.
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WELCOME - WELCOME - WELCOME
Once again, it is our pleasure to welcome the following new members to the Royal Signals Amateur
Radio Society. NOTE - All members carry re-issued numbers in order to "close the ranks", make
administration easier, and prevent a false impression of the overall size of the Society. Members are
asked to amend, where necessary, any Membership Lists held. The total membership, as at 1st March
1970, is 676. Dates in brackets are the effective membership dates.
037 - JAMES D. CHISHOLM, G2CX, EAST PITS, PEN SELWOOD, NEAR WINCANTON,
SOMERSET. If you haven't worked James as G2CX have a look in past log books for VS1CX
or VS7CX. Apparently G5YN was on the same train as G2CX on the way to last years
Exhibition, and coupled with a gentle push or two from G6LL the result was a membership
application from G2CX. It's a new QTH for G2CX who was, therefore, not active at the time of
the application. Between 1942 and 1945 Jim was Chief Instructor STS52, then OC (R.
Sigs/SOE). 1945/6 saw service as Sig. Off. No. 1 Radio Sec. Co. Delhi, then No. 1 SCU
Singapore and later OC Det 1 SCU Ceylon. From 1947 until 1949, G2CX was Signal Officer
No. 1 SCU (TA).
062 - HAROLD P. TOWNHILL, G5XL, 62 MOORLAND AVENUE, LINCOLN. Harold says little
on the back of his Application Form, just "I served in Royal Signals 1942-946 with Bill Windle
(G8VG), Tom Beaumont (G6HB) and Bill Ironfield (G4GM) and many other of your members
upon duties the nature of which you are no doubt already aware". Sure thing, Harold - welcome
to the Society and, I am sure, a lot of old friends. (1st February 1970).
105 - WILLIAM B. MANSELL, G2CPM, 46 HEADEY ROAD, WOODLEY, READING, RG5 4JE.
Bill was 2331670 and joined 2nd G.T. Training Battalion at Prestatyn in January 1940. He left
England the following September to join 11th East African Div. Signals in Kenya. Took part in
the East African campaign and stayed at Addis Abbaba for a while before going to Madagascar
with 22nd East African Brigade Signals. Bill then says "..... Transferred to, or loaned to (I was
never sure which) Intelligence for the purpose of establishing "Radio Diego" the Forces
Broadcasting Station and afterwards was sent to Mauritius on a similar assignment. Came home
in 1945 to Thirsk and soon seized the opportunity of getting out of that dump to join Army
Broadcasting at War Office. Demobbed in May 1946.
114 - HOWARD A. MEDWAY, "KINGSWOOD", 16 CHEMIN DES MALLETTES, O3MONTLUCON, FRANCE. Our (only) Man in France - Howard is busy working for a British
Company on the Continent. Known to some as 14143753, Howard trained at Catterick as a
Radio Mechanic A III (anyone remember RM90 Course?) and then to the sunny Middle East to
serve with 1 and 2 Egypt Command Signal Regiment where he was attached to the British
Consulate in Alexandria. Howard served in the Corps from 21 March 1946 until 23 September
1948.
115 - BRIAN L. LONNON, G8CCE, 116 PINEWOOD GREEN, IVERHEATH, IVER, BUCKS.
Brian's application was received (with several others) on "ANNEX B to News Sheet No. 50"
indicating that someone has done us a favour and reproduced the RSARS Application Form in
the Cadet Force News Sheet. (Tnx - Ed.). Brian belongs to the 6th Slough Grammar School
A.C.F. where, it appears, he has been quite successful. He has 4 years service, with Cert. 'A',
Cert. 'T' (REME), he is NCO i/c Sigs., Platoon Sgt., Cadet Assistant Signals Instructor, and
holds Royal Signals Classification. Having had three years at the job, other Cadet members
should look out for Brian on the Schools Net under call-sign 25B.
117 - PETER E. T. TRETHEWEY A.M.I.E.D. 10 TILGATE WAY, TILGATE, CRAWLEY,
SUSSEX. Peter, who has recently joined the R.S.G.B. as BRS 31625 aims to take the RAE
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in the near future. Peters Service connections were, like many other members, with SCU, this
time No. 1 where he completed National Service from May 1945 until January 1947. After
demob he served with Diplomatic Wireless Service of the Foreign Office (originally
H.M.G.C.C.) from January 1947 until August 1950. He then worked for Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Company and was engaged on the design of telecommunications equipment for the
Services. From October 1961 until the present time daily labours have been with M.E.L.
Equipment Company Limited at Crawley where he is at present engaged on Services equipment
design. Good luck with the RAE, Peter, and welcome to RSARS.
168 - FREDERICK A. CARRUTHERS, VK2PF, 36 NIELSON STREET, LISMORE, NEW SOUTH
WALES, 2480, AUSTRALIA. The back of VK3PF's application form makes interesting
reading, both Military and Civil. Fred starts with a section marked "Australian Army Record".
This reads "..... Service with Junior Cadets, Senior Cadets and Militia from 1917 until 1925.
First appointment to Commissioned Rank as Officer of the Reserve Military Forces of the
Commonwealth of Australia 2nd August 1940. Signals Officer with 17 Training Battalion October 1940. Adjutant Eastern Command Signal School - January 1941. O.C. Wireless
Section 12 L. of C. Signals - February 1942. S.O. Tech. on staff of
C.S.O. Eastern Command - April (?) 1942. Seconded as O.O. Sigs, A.D.O.S. Staff, L.H.Q. March 1944. To Reserve - April 1945. 2 i/c Eastern Command Signals Squadron (C.M.F.) 1949. To R. of O. - November 1949. The next section is headed "Civilian Career". This is
equally interesting and reads ".....Appointed Junior Clerk, Department of Justice, N.S.W. 22/4/24. Admitted Attorney, Solicitor and proctor of supreme Court of N.S.W. - 19/11/57. After
serving in all grades of Petty Sessions, through Clerk of Petty Sessions and Chamber
Magistrate, commissioned as Stipendiary Magistrate for the State of New South Wales, also
Coroner for the State generally - 28/4/58. Acted as City Coroner for the City of Sydney and the
surrounding Metropolitan Area from April 1959 until August 1959. Appointed as Stipendiary
Magistrate for the District of Lismore with Courts in eleven towns on 21st September 1959.
Retired from the Bench 21st November 1970. The final short paragraph is
headed "Amateur Activities". "..... Licensed March 1933. Active in Cowra, Sydney and
Lismore. Vice President of the Wireless Institute of Australia (N.S.W. Division) 1939 for one
year. A fine record, Fred, Military, Civil and Amateur. Welcome OM.
171 - LAWRENCE SMITH, 9HIBB, "DOREEN", NEW STREET, OFF GANU STREET,
BIRKIRKARA, MALTA G.C. Law was introduced to the Society by 9HIBE, Harry. 9HIBB is
now employed by the Services in Malta, and his Application shows that Law served with the
Irish Fusiliers from September 1935 until November 1944. Then followed civilian service with
RASC/REME until 1952 before transferring to similar service with Comcan Signal Squadron
Malta which later became 235 Signal Squadron (DCN). This continued until last year when
9HIBB continued his civilian service with 53 Command Workshops REME. Harry puts us a
little more "in the picture" elsewhere. Glad to have you with us, Law, and we'll all be looking
for a QSO.
187 - JACK MILLIE, GW8MQ, BAYSHILL, 21 STEEL AVENUE, CARMARTHEN, SOUTH
WALES. Introduced by the QSL Bureau Manager, Jack lists his Service connections very neatly
on his form, as follows :September 1939
- May 1940 51st Highland Division Signals
June 1940
- February 1941 37th Ind. Inf. Bde. Signals.
Febr
uary 1941
- August 1944 Aux. Units ( Special Duties) G.H.Q.
September 1944
- November 1945 16th T.M. Section 21 Army Group
Demobbed. November 1945
Jack has also been over the other border and has held GM8MQ. Welcome, Jack
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394 - MICHAEL L. KINNERSLY-TAYLOR, G3WTA, SEATON RYDE, TRANWELL WOODS,
MORPETH, NORTHUMBERLAND. Another member of the C.C.F. Michael was a member of
Durham School CCF and held the call-sign 52A. He has already appeared "in print" in a recent
copy of "SWM" and no doubt, we will be hearing G3WTA on the bands. Welcome.
407 - GARY D. THOMAS, ZL2AZT, C/o N.Z.C.S.O., HMNZS IRIRANGI, WAIOURU, NEW
ZEALAND. Gary served with the Royal N.Z. Corps of Signals from September 1959 until
March 1968 during which time Gary served with the following Units: Sept 1959 - 1 Sqdn 1 Div
Sig Regt., Jan 1960 - Central Districts Sig Tp., Jan 1961 to Aug 1963 - Transferred to an
Infantry Battalion for overseas duties, Aug 1963 to March 1964 - 4 Inf Bde Gp Sig Sqn., March
1964 to July 1966 - 1 Inf Bde Gp Sig Sqn., July 1966 to March 1968 - School of Signals, March
1968 - Discharged. Garys membership helps to increase our ZL membership and we would like
to see a lot more ZLs on the list. Welcome, Gary, and hope to hook up with you before long.
413 - NORMAN POLAN, 9H1BX, 65 SPINOLA COURT, UPPER GARDENS, St. JULIANS,
MALTA GC. Introduced to the Society by the efforts of Harry 9H1BE, Norman enlisted on 15th
May 1939 and served with 49 Div, 228 Field Company RE, later (29/1/41) becoming a Radio
Mechanic with RAOC, then a Radio Mechanic with REME. Demobbed on 16th January 1946.
Served throughout the war, including overseas and was at Narvik. Treasurer of M.A.R.S. Runs a
KW2000A and 14AVQ. Welcome.
466 - CARL, O. THOMSEN, GM3FSV, 82 BRIDGE STREET, DOLLAR, CLACKS, SCOTLAND.
Carl doesn't say much on his application form but he does tell us that he is Officer commanding
Royal Signals Troop of the Dollar Academy Combined Cadet Force. Don't know if you are
active Carl, if so we will be looking for you on the 80 Metre Net. Welcome to the Society.
518 - ROBERT H. LEES, UDOR COTTAGE, MARKET DRAYTON, SALOP. Another C.C.F.
member we welcome this time. Bob is with Adams Grammar School and operate call-sign 38A
on the C.C.F. National Net. He also holds a Pass in Army Proficiency, Signals classification and
Cadet Assistant Instructor in Signals.
523 - EDGAR C. AMON, ZL1ACL, 10 TETLEY STREET, MATAMATA, NEW ZEALAND Over
to ZL again to say welcome to Eddie, a Life Member, who utilised a copy of the RSARS
Membership Application form reproduced in "Break In". In an accompanying letter Eddie gives
his service connection as "An ex-member 8th Brigade Signals R.N.Z. Sigs, Fiji later with 3 Div
Signals 2 N.Z.E.F. Pacific Section from New Caledonia through to the Solomons. After the War
I was a volunteer instructor with 1 Sqdn R.N.Z. Signals attached to 4 Medium Regt at
Hamilton". Eddie is now a Councillor (for the third year) on N.Z.A.R.T. (Thanks for the offer of
help, Eddie we would appreciate anything you can do as regards letting the ZL boys know that,
if eligible, we would be most happy to have them as members - Ed.)
558 - VE3GNM (See last "Mercury")
560 - BERT LINGARD, G3IR, 101 CHESTER ROAD, POYNTON, NEAR STOCKPORT,
CHESHIRE. Another ex-SCU member Bert served 4 years in Royal Signals from 1942 until
1946 with 2 years before and several years after part-time service with R.S.S. Bert held his first
"AA" licence in 1925 with the call 2ABL, followed in 1936 with the call 2BPH. The full licence
(With the present call G3IR) was obtained in 1938. Introduced by RSARS No. 11 (Tnx
Bernard).
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561 - CECIL GERRARD, G3YOS, 10 WALKERCROFT MEAD, CROXTED ROAD, LONDON
S.E. 21. Introduced by G3WZQ we welcome G3YOS to membership. Cecil tells us little on the
back of his form but does say that he was 2599645 L/Sgt C. Gerrard and that he served with
Royal Signals from 6-10-41 until November 1946.
562 - G3TKX (See last "Mercury")
563 - LOUIS C. de la BERTAUCHE, G3RCO, "WESTLEIGH", FORE STREET, BEER, DEVON,
EX12 3EQ. From Glorious Devon we welcome Louis who was introduced by Tony, G3WXX.
With a Regimental Number a little earlier than Cecils (561), 2589257, Louis gives his Service
connections as follows :
"Joined Royal Signals mid September 1939. Trained as Operator W & L at Cavalry
Barracks, Canterbury. Posted to Harpenden Herts/Queen Anne'a Mansions, St. James Park,
London on Radio Duties. Left for Catterick in 1942 on Draft to India. Service India and Burma
until 1945. Returned via Air Trooping to Catterick and demobbed from there in 1946. Trade:
Operator Special B1." (Also included in last "Mercury" - Ed).
579 - RUSSELL E. MORLEY, G3IZP, 29 SCOTTS AVENUE, BROMLEY, KENT. BR2 0LG.
Russells Service connections read as follows. Royal Corps of Signals 1942 - 1947. Operator
Special. 14212885. (Strange how service numbers were issued, Russell, I received 14124353 in
1946! - Ed). Units include No. 5 Operators Training Battalion, Specia1 Operators Training
Battalion, No. 5 HQ "Y" Group, No. 3 HQ "Y" Group, No. 1 Specia1 Wireless Regiment
(BAOR). Since 1951, G3IZP has been employed by the Ministries of Supply, Aviation and
Technology on technical duties in connection with the inspection and quality control on
contracts for communications equipment for use by H.M. Forces. Russell was introduced by
RSARS 47, P.C.V. DOLAN, G3PCV.
587 - JONATHAN I. WALDEN, 53 LINDEN LEA, FINCHLEY, LONDON, N.2. Jon is a member of
the Christ's College, Finchley, Contingent of the Combined Cadet Force which is Parachute
Regiment affiliated. Jon is also a member of the RSGB as A 6437.
600 - THOMAS MINETT, G3VRK, 5 WHITEHALL ROAD, BIRMINGHAM, 21. Another
introduction by Tony, G3WXX, Tom served in Royal Signals from 1939 until 1946 with 49th
SM Div Sigs and then 12 EA Div Sigs as an Operator Wireless and Line and a Radio
Technician. Tom hopes to be coming up with a VK call sometime in 1970.
AFF3 2 SQUADRON, 3 HQ AND SIGNAL REGIMENT, CARTER BARRACKS, BULFORD
GARRISON. WILTSHIRE. Under the guiding influence of Sgt. David Lamont, G3ZBX who
has also held the calls G3WPV and G3YBP we welcome the Regimental Radio Club. No other
details given so we have no idea of membership of the club. 388 - WILLIAM G. WESTERN,
G3TDW, 72 BEDFORD ROAD, SANDY, BEDS. G3TDW, applied for membership on the
small application form and just mentions three Units 11 Armd Div Sigs (1941), 10 Armd Div
Sigs (1942) and 23 Armd Div Sigs (1944), sufficient to qualify William for Ordinary
Membership of the Society. Hope "Mercury" arrived OK and glad to have you with us.
AFF14 AMATEUR RADIO CLUB, C/O SIGNALS WING, JUNIOR TRADESMENS REGIMENT,
DUNDONALD CAMP, TROON, AYRSHIRE, SCOTLAND. The Club has been members of
the ACF Network for the last nine months and is also a member of the I.S.W.L. Ably looked
after by Robin Meiklejohn (i/c Radio Hobby) we hope to be hearing lots from the members.
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IN" TRAY.
Lots and lots of letters in the In-tray and it is difficult to pick out any particular one as all are
interesting and welcome. To mention but two - both from G3KYF, one of our ardent DX fans. The
first one mentioned that Keith was now only looking for Zone 19 for WAZ. The second one arrived
not too, long after saying that after hooking up with RA0ABV, who arranged a sked, he had QSO'd
RA0CBN in Zone 19. The only problem now, of course, is getting the cards! (As common a problem
as the common cold! - Ed.). Keith is interested in working CR9AK and suggests we try and get him
on the 15 Metre Net. (Watsa, you VS6's how about getting the old Postmaster himself on one
evening?). He also had a chat with 5N2AAF who, he tells us, is returning to U.K. in April. Keith is
hoping to talk Mike into some RSARS DX-peditions to some of the rarer African countries. (Good
idea. Any hope, Mike? - Ed.).
(Another letter from the bulging In-tray. This one, from T. J. Brooke, RSARS 98, "Pentire",
Castleton, Cardiff, CF3 8UR, gives details of a Novel Aerial. Tnx Joe - Ed.)
Dear OM,
I am using a rather unusual aerial and wondered whether you would like some details for "Mercury".
The basic idea is for three half waves on 7 Mc/s to be fed at a current point. It also feeds at a current
point on 21 Mc/s and at voltage points on 14 and 28 Mc/s. Funnily enough, it works well on 3·5 Mc/s
still using the feeder in the proper manner, on 1·8 Mc/s it is tuned against earth using the wire
connected to the 173' part of the top. Presumably a half-size version could work well on 7 Mc/s and
higher using the feeder and tuned against earth on 3·5 and 1.8 Mc/s. Makes a change from the G5RV.
A tuner is needed at the bottom end.

73

Joe

MILITARY MUSIC MINDED?
The Royal Signals Band programme for 1970 shows that you can spend a pleasant time listening to
the band at the following times/places this Jubilee Year.
23rd May - 6th June Eastbourne, 29th May - 31st May, 224 Signal Squadron at Loughborough, 3rd 5th June, Blandford, 8th - 13th June at Catterick, 21st June Salisbury and Blandford Open Day, 2nd
July at the Freedom of Richmond, 11th July to 1st August at the Royal Tournament, 2nd - 15th
August as Touring Band at Eastbourne, 16th - 22nd August, St. James's Park, London, 30th August 5th September at Folkestone, 10th September, Blandford High School, 20th September - 4th October
as Touring Band again at Eastbourne, 26th September, 260 Signal Squadron, Shoeburyness, 23rd 25th October at 13 Signal Group, Perth, and, finally, a Concert at Huddersfield on 28th October.
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AN ELECTRONIC KEY FOR EVERY CW OPERATOR. By Howard J. Sartori, K6COP.
(This article, by K6COP and originally appearing in the April 1964 issue of "CQ" shows a compact
and easy to build electronic keyer. The article is reproduced in "Mercury" by kind permission of the
Editor of "CQ" - Ed.).
Constructing this electronic keyer will be recognised by many readers as an interesting project, not
only because of the diversified building techniques, but because this particular circuit lends itself well
to familiarisation with the theory and operation of audio transistors.
All parts purchased new cost your author twenty-seven dollars. Now, the operator of this key may
well wonder just what he will receive for twenty-seven dollars. First, the characters are selfcompleting; that is, when the paddle is pushed towards the dash side (left) and released immediately,
the keyer will produce a dash of correct length as set by the SPEED control. Should a dot be sent
immediately after a dash the keyer will not jam or in any way interfere with the dash as the keyer will
automatically complete the dash and the correct space following it, before producing the dot and its
subsequent space.
Then, too, the key is mechanically completely adjustable. However, most operators will find that
this mechanical spacing is of minor importance in the operation of electronic keyers. Isolation
between controls is quite good; isolation between the inside permanently set controls and the SPEED
control is more than sufficient. In other words, once the DOT-DASH RATIO, BIAS and KEYING
RELAY controls are adjusted, the SPEED control will prove to be quite independent and cause no
change in any of the permanent adjustments. The SPEED control covers, approximately, the range
from eight to sixty words per minute when the batteries are new, and slightly reduced range when the
batteries are old.
It should be mentioned that no sidetone oscillator was incorporated since many operators have, in
operation, monitoring circuits external for the key itself. Another reason for the exclusion was the
relays, while rather quiet, offer sufficient monitoring after a little practice.
Stability of the unit is very good, the timing circuits will not be affected by the age of the batteries.
Last, but not least, battery life is long inasmuch as the maximum current drawn during keyed
conditions is only 10 milli-Amps and 0·3 milli-Amps during non-keyed conditions. In addition, bias
batteries will exhibit shelf life. Finally, this key has no memory circuit (that is, a circuit that will allow
the operator to stay a character ahead of actual transmission), and no such circuit is felt necessary.
After all, the purpose of an electronic keyer is not to approach Teletype but to transmit perfectly
formed letters which comprise characters and spaces. Thus, this electronic keyer offers all that a CW
operator would consider basic to perfect CW transmission with a minimum of effort.
THEORY OF OPERATION.
Basically the electronic keyer consists of an R-C timing circuit controlling the collector current of a
transistor. Although this function ideally calls for a switching transistor, a high current p.n.p. audio
transistor works very well and is much less expensive.
The basic circuit is shown in Fig. 1. When the key is open the base-emitter voltage is almost zero
and little or no current flows in the collector circuit. Capacitor C1 is charged to the level of B1. When
the key is closed C1 discharges and the negative end of B1 is connected directly to the Base placing
the Base at the collector voltage. Transistor Q1 is heavily forward biased and the collector current
pulls relay K1 in. This opens the key circuit and C1 begins to charge; the charge current through R1
causes a voltage drop that maintains the negative forward bias. When the charging current of C1 drops
too low, the collector current of Q1 reduces and K1 drops out. This permits the contacts of K1 to close
the key circuit and, if the paddle key is still closed, the circuit will repeat the character.
The duration of the character is determined by the time constant of R1-C1.
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The transistor is mounted on a piece of insulating material 2½ x 1½ x ⅛ inches. Two pieces of
aluminium 1½ x ½ inches are placed under each end of the transistor to act as a heat sink. Since the
case is the collector, connection can be made to either mounting screw. This entire assembly is then
mounted on the sub-chassis using two long screws. BE SURE THAT THE TRANSISTOR CASE AND THE
ALUMNIUM HEAT SINK DO NOT TOUCH THE CHASSIS.

Fig.3 - Key assembly details are shown on the right.
The key is mounted in the chassis cover. Also
shown are the measurements for the paddle.

Fig. 3 shows the layout and measurements of the paddle key. The keyer lever is a hacksaw
blade 4⅓ inches long. The tension of this blade can be adjusted by coating it with a small amount of
solder until it is satisfactory. The contact on the blade is a ¾ inch screw with the head removed and
mounted with two nuts as shown.
The mounting blocks can be made of wood or phenolic. Just about any workable insulating
material will do the trick. Be sure to align the dot and dash contacts with the contact arm. Washers can
be used to raise the fixed blocks for proper alignment.
ALIGNMENT.
Alignment of your new electronic keyer should be very simple. A quick check can be made to
check the accuracy of your wiring by connecting a milliammeter across the ON-OFF terminals with
the SPEED control turned OFF. Less than 1mA should flow during non-keyed conditions. When the
capacitor across the BIAS pot. Becomes charged and the circuit becomes stabilised, the current should
be about 0·3 mA. This capacitor can be charged to correct value, initially, (assuming you have wired
the polarity correctly) by turning the SPEED control ON and OFF several times. Now, when the keyer
is properly adjusted, the meter will average 10·5 mAs on dashes and 8·5 mAs on dots. Turn the
SPEED control to minimum resistance (maximum speed) KEYING RELAY and BIAS controls to
maximum resistance and then key dots. Now, turn BIAS counterclockwise until dots are properly
formed. Then turn BIAS further until dots are slowed to a smooth rate (this position is about 100
Ohms from ground). By adjusting the KEYING RELAY (actually the weight of the characters) the
definition of the dots can be improved. However, do not put the adjustment near the critical point, but
about a quarter of a turn from it so that when the batteries drain, no further adjustment need be made.
After alignment of the DOT-DASH RATIO so that a dash is about three times as long as a dot (For
"perfect" morse a dash must be exactly three times as long as a dot - Ed.) the electronic keyer is
completed. Correct operation will result until the collector batteries are drained to about 10½ Volts
under load. Many hours of pleasant telegraphy transmission will pass before the electronic keyer
needs any attention by way of replacing the batteries.
The story of this electronic keyer would not be complete without grateful acknowledgement of
K6YVZ, Ken Bensons splendid pictorial contribution. (Unfortunately, it is impossible to reproduce
the original photos or drawings but a copy of the circuits and the keyer are included - Ed.).
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THE ROYAL SIGNALS 50TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS 1970
Celebrations to commemorate the 50th Anniversary will be held at Salisbury and Blandford on
Sunday 21st June 1970. Programme of events :11 : 15 a.m.
A Service of Thanksgiving and Rededication in Salisbury Cathedral. (Dress for
serving members will be Service Dress, No. 1 Dress, Hat, Medals, Sam Browne as
appropriate and gloves for Officers).
12 : 30 p.m.

March Past in Salisbury of Old Comrades and Serving Contingents.

2 : 30 p.m. Open Day at the School of Signals, including a pageant on the theme "A Hundred Years of
Signalling".
5:15 p.m.

Retreat.
(Lunch and Tea will be available at Blandford on repayment)

All members of the Corps, serving or retired, and their families are cordially invited to take part in the
celebrations, and it is hoped that as many as possible will attend.
Regular and TAVR members of the Corps should apply through their Units or Headquarters if they
wish to attend. Retired members of the Corps should apply through the General Secretary of THE
ROYAL SIGNALS ASSOCIATION, Cheltenham Terrace, Chelsea, London, S.W.3. (Telephone : 01730-4129) as should members of The Royal Signals Association who do not belong to branches.
Members who belong to branches should apply through their branch secretaries. Retired members,
including Association members, are asked to make every effort to submit provisional attendance
figures as soon as possible to assist in the planning of administrative arrangements.
Jubilee celebrations are also being held in Scotland, at Perth, on the weekend 24/25th October 1970.
The organisers are anxious to obtain the names and addresses of all Signals and R.E. Signals who live
in Scotland or have connections with Signals in Scotland. Please write to R.H.Q., 32nd (Scottish)
Signal Regiment (V), 21 Jardine Street, Glasgow, N.W. (Tel. 041-339-8401) by whom fuller details
will be notified later.
++++++++++++++++++++
DONATIONS.
Several donations to the Society have recently been received and our thanks are due to the many
people including G3XSN, G3AKF and an Overseas member who wishes to remain anonymous. One
of these donations, which amounted to well over £40-0-0 has been used to purchase a small
addressing machine which, it is hoped, will be used to address this copy "Mercury", No doubt you
have destroyed the wrapper by now, but if you can remember to check the next one for any errors it
would be appreciated if you could let HQ know.
++++++++++++++++++++
JUST MANAGED TO SQUEEZE IT IN THE BOTTOM OF THE LAST PAGE SECTION
Reference the request by G3WRY for information (see a few pages back) of "Jumbo" Charlton. Page
128 of the current "Wire" "says….. and ex-Rats of '45 vintage cannot fail to remember "Jumbo"
Charlton, now with the Post Office Stores Branch in Chester, and doyen of the local branch of the
Association……."
(Same one Tony??)
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